Registration Form
Sport climbing is a risk-entailing type of sport. I am aware that I use the climbing facility of the K1 climbing gym Dornbirn at my own
risk, and acknowledge that neither the owner nor the supervisory staff of this climbing facility are liable for injuries and/or damages
that occur due to my activity in this facility.

forename

surname
ÖAV

street address

Naturfreunde

postal code, city or town

student < 26 y.
country

date of birth

telephone / mobile phone number

email

newsletter?

General

YES

NO





I accept that neither owner nor supervisory staff of the sport climbing facility are liable for my wardrobe, equipment or
valuables.





I am aware of any and all risks and rules of conduct of bouldering in a gym and act at my own risk.





I am aware of any and all risks and rules of conduct of rope climbing in a gym and act at my own risk.





YES

NO

Correct use of the climbing harness, the belay devices (e.g. tube style, assisted braking devices ...) and the rope as well as
their combination.





Mastery of the crucial belaying and falling techniques.





Correct roping-up using figure-eight knot or bowline on a bight.





Compliance with the braking hand principle (one hand always remains on the brake line).





I confirm that I have read and understood the terms and conditions / gym regulations (back page) and commit to follow
them.

Rope ClimbingParticularly, I possess the following knowledge:

If you answer one of the above questions with NO, you are only allowed to use this climbing facility if you have a partner, who masters all of these
points, can show you the correct procedures and assumes the responsibility. Responsible person:

name

Under 18?

signature
Declaration of consent for minors from the age of 14:

With my signature I confirm that I agree that my child (mentioned above) is allowed to use the climbing gym Dornbirn for the purpose of climbing
even without my presence entirely. I assure that my child possesses all necessary knowledge for this purpose and that I have discussed the terms and
conditions as well as the gym regulations with my child. I assume full liability for all possible damage caused by my child.

name of the legal guardian

signature

place / date

signature
Please also read and sign the notes on the back!

.

K1 Kletterhalle Dornbirn Betriebs GmbH, 01.07.2020

K1 Climbing Gym Dornbirn
General Terms and Conditions (GTC)
These general terms and conditions (GTC) are part of the contract, which is concluded between you as user and the K1 Kletterhalle Betriebs GmbH (hereinafter referred to as “K1”) in 6850 Dornbirn,
Bildgasse 10, with the acquisition of a day ticket, block of 11 tickets, season pass or annual pass or by signing up to one of our course offers. The K1 reserves the right to change these GTC.
1.

Risk / Information

1.1.

It is explicitly pointed out that climbing and bouldering are risk-entailing types of sport that demand fundamental climbing and belaying techniques to ensure safe exercise. The type of sport therefore
requires a high level of cautious and self-reliant behaviour. For the use of the climbing facility it is mandatory to be in good health and able to complete the necessary movements without physical damage.
Climbing, bouldering and the stay in the premises of the climbing gym therefore take place at your own risk and your own responsibility. In order to avoid accidents the current user guidelines (gym
regulations) and safety instructions must be observed.

1.2.

The staff are not obliged to check the user’s ability to belay correctly or to control their adherence of user guidelines and safety instructions.

1.3.

The instructions of the staff must be followed; otherwise the user can be excluded from using the climbing facility. In this case there is no right of refund of the admission charge.

1.4.

Stay in the climbing gym as well as the use of the climbing facility is strictly forbidden under the influence of alcohol or drugs. There is an absolute smoking ban within the climbing gym.

1.5.

The guidelines as well as the safety instructions are part of the contract. They can be obtained from the website (www.k1-dornbirn.at) and the posting within the climbing gym.

2.

Opening Hours

2.1.

The climbing gym is available to the users during the current opening hours. They can be obtained from the website and the posting within the climbing gym. The K1 reserves the right to change the
opening hours.

2.2.

For route setting, courses, advanced training and other events (e.g. competitions) temporary restrictions of climbing areas are possible. The K1 furthermore reserves the right to close the climbing gym
for a maximum of two (2) consecutive weeks during the summer months. Usually this is announced in advance. Short-term restrictions and company vacation cause no claim for compensation on the
part of the user.

3.

Entrance / Season tickets

3.1.

General requirement for the use of the climbing facility is the completion of the registration form and the acquisition of a day ticket, block of 11 tickets, season pass or annual pass or signing up to one of
our course offers. Furthermore the K1 reserves the right to offer additional admission varieties in the future.

3.2.

Season and annual passes as well as blocks of 11 tickets are non-transferable. If a day ticket, block of 11 tickets, season or annual pass is returned early, possible remaining points expire without a right
of refund. The period of validity is 3 years from the creation date.

3.3.

In case of an accident or illness the season and annual pass can be deposited if a doctor’s certificate is shown and the absence due to the accident/illness is longer than 4 weeks. The period of validity
is then extended for the time of the deposit.

3.4.

Owners of season and annual passes have no right of refund in case of closure of the gym or reduced service (see 2.2.).

4.

Children / Young

4.1.

Minors older than 14 are allowed to use the climbing facilities on their own if the legal guardian fills in the declaration of consent for minors from the age of 14 correctly and acquires admission for the
minor.

4.2.

Minors below the age of 14 are only allowed to use the climbing facilities in company of a chaperon if the minor as well as the chaperon acquire admission. The chaperon has to ensure the appropriate
behaviour of the minor and is responsible for any personal or material damage.

4.3.

Children under 3 are not allowed in the climbing facilities for safety reasons. This excludes children’s programmes.

5.

Courses

5.1.

As for public use, the current user guidelines (gym regulations) and safety instructions also apply to courses in the climbing gym. The instructions of the course leaders must be followed.

5.2.

Course participants are obliged to inform the course leaders unrequested of any security-related physical or mental health impairments (e.g. motor or awareness affecting impairments, pregnancy,
epilepsy, circulatory disorders).

5.3.

The climbing courses advertised by K1 are only valid from the stated number of participants. Should an offered course not take place due to the minimum number of participants not being reached or
unforeseeable reasons, K1 reserves the right to cancel the course at short notice. The registration and cancellation of courses is done online. For private courses and company events, booking is
possible by email or with the staff of K1. Only a written confirmation of the course registration entitles the participant to participate in the course. Cancellation is possible free of charge up to 7 days
before the start of the course. Cancellations received up to 48 hours prior to the start of the course will be charged 50% of the advertised course price. Cancellations received later than 48 hours prior
to the start of the course will be charged the full advertised course price. Should participation in the course not be possible for health reasons, a free cancellation until the beginning of the course is only
possible upon presentation of a medical certificate.

5.4.

Courses that are held by external operators in the climbing gym are only admissible after registration and approval. External course instructors are responsible for the observance of the current user
guidelines (gym regulations) and safety instructions by their course members.

6.

Safety regulations
The participant is obliged to inform the climbing instructor about any special previous illnesses that could lead to an increased risk of accidents and must follow the safety instructions of the climbing
instructor. If safety cannot be guaranteed due to the behaviour of a course participant, we reserve the right to exclude this person from the course. In this case, the remaining course costs will only be
refunded in special cases. The use of own material does not lead to a price reduction. When using his own climbing material, the participant must always ensure that the material meets the current
safety standards. The climbing instructor may prohibit the use of own material for safety reasons.

7.

Liability / Insurance

7.1.

K1 is only liable for damages in the case of intent or gross negligence. K1 is not liable for consequential damages, loss of profit, damages from third party claims or mere financial losses. Liability for
slight negligence is excluded - except for personal injury. K1 is not liable for damage caused by actions of third parties not attributable to K1, force majeure or insufficient personal or technical conditions
of the user, or for loss and theft of items which the user carries with him. Mandatory legal liability regulations remain unaffected for the users as consumers within the meaning of the KSchG.

7.2.

The user is liable to K1 for damages, in particular through loss and damage to the rental equipment.

7.3.

Any insurance cover is the responsibility of the user.

8.

Data protection
To be able to offer our services, it is necessary to store data. You can find details on this in our data protection information at http://www.k1-dornbirn.at/dataprotection.

9.

Applicable Law / Place of Jurisdiction / Place of Performance
The exclusive place of jurisdiction for contractors is the competent court in Dornbirn. For consumers the geographically and technically competent court shall be agreed. It is taken as agreed that Austrian
law applies. Place of performance for all services is A-6850 Dornbirn.

Confirmation of the GTC

K1 Kletterhalle Dornbirn Betriebs GmbH, 01.05.2017

-2I have read the concrete general terms and conditions and accept them with my signature:

_____________________________________
date, signature

